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Introduction
Students will begin the school year on August 19th with a full distance learning program. This
decision was made in close consultation with the Santa Clara Public Health Department and the
Santa Clara Office of Education, to protect the health and safety of students and staff with
respect to COVID-19 and school closure.
Key details of our School Reopening Plan and our vision for distance learning that offers
high-level instruction and support was presented per the School Reopening Plan presentation
during the Special Board of Education Meeting on July 14, 2020.
The C
 ambrian School District Distance Learning/Virtual School Program Guidelines for Students
and Parents includes updated guidelines, expectations and resources to support the District’s
plan for a robust Distance Learning/Virtual School Program for the 2020-21 school year.
While we may not be offering a blended learning model at this time, we know that a strong
distance learning plan will be a foundational component for either blended learning or a 100%
distance learning model.
CSD staff is committed to providing a Learning Continuity Plan that honors commitment to
high-quality teaching and learning for all students.
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Guiding Principles
Following a spring of uneven distance learning expectations for schools across California, the
new state budget sets standards for fall instruction. CSD is committed to ensuring every
student has access to the following:
● 'Daily live interaction' required: Teachers will have to connect with their students each
school day through online instruction and/or phone check-ups.
● Taking student attendance: Schools must take students' attendance and participation
under distance learning, or risk losing state funding. Students who don't participate will
factor into schools' chronic absenteeism figures.
● Minimum instruction: S
 tudents must receive a minimum amount of daily instruction that
can be met by a combination of teacher instruction and "time value" of work assigned.
● Serving students in need: S
 chools have to provide the "accommodations necessary" to
serve students with special needs.
● Requirements for live instruction: T
 he state does not require a minimum daily amount of
live instruction, though experts strongly suggest it be a part of students' distance
learning.
● Preventing disengagement: Schools must form a plan for re-engaging students who are
absent from distance learning for more than three school days a week.
● Checking families' connectivity: Schools will have to ensure that students and families
have the devices and connectivity necessary to participate in distance learning, or make
accommodations if they do not.
● Weekly engagement records: A
 n additional data requirement, schools must keep "weekly
engagement records" noting how much synchronous or asynchronous (non-live)
instruction a student has received.
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Virtual School Program (VSP) vs. Distance Learning (DL)
CSD will begin the school year with regular distance learning and return to in-person instruction
when state/local guidelines are met for all students in grades preschool-8. In-person instruction
will only resume when State and County guidelines for reopening have been met. CSD is
offering the Virtual School Program option for families who are concerned about an in-person
return to school during any point in the 2020-21 school year. Parents of new students to the
district may opt for VSP if only space is available upon enrolling their student in the district.
Otherwise, children are automatically registered and will participate in the regular distance
learning model.
All CSD schools will begin the school year with distance learning but may return to in-person
learning if the pandemic eases. The District is also offering the VSP, a separate distance online
learning program for the entire school year, with the option to return in late spring of 2021,
whether the pandemic improves or not.

What’s the difference?
Virtual School Program
● Available to all students grades P-8
● Live instruction and independent
learning from CSD teachers
● Some flexibility with schedules
depending on grade level span and
assigned teacher
● Students may be assigned in grade
clusters with one teacher assigned
● Board-adopted, standards-based
curriculum
● Full-year commitment (with option for
change at specified times)
● Specialized programs, such as electives
in middle school, are not available

Distance Learning
● Available to all students grades P-8
● Live instruction and independent
learning from CSD teachers
● A set daily/weekly schedule
● Students are in grade-level stable cohort
● Board-adopted, standards-based
curriculum
● Return to in-person instruction when
state/ local guidelines are met
● Specialized programs, such as electives
in middle school, offered
● All CSD students are automatically
enrolled
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Regardless of the program that a student is enrolled in, daily attendance is mandatory and will
be recorded by teachers. A-F grades will be assigned to students in middle school. Elementary
school students will receive grades on a standards-based report card system.

Defining Distance Learning
Senate Bill 98 (2020):
(a) “Distance learning” means instruction in which the pupil and instructor are in different
locations and pupils are under the general supervision of a certificated employee of the local
educational agency. Distance learning may include, but is not limited to, all of the following:
(1) Interaction, instruction, and check-ins between teachers and pupils through the use of
a computer or communications technology.
(2) Video or audio instruction in which the primary mode of communication between the
pupil and certificated employee is online interaction, instructional television, video,
telecourses, or other instruction that relies on computer or communications technology.
(3) The use of print materials incorporating assignments that are the subject of written or
oral feedback.

Instructional Minutes
Senate Bill 98 (2020):
For distance learning, instructional time shall be based on the time value of assignments as
determined, and certified to, by an employee of the local educational agency who possesses a
valid certification document, registered as required by law. As per SB98 the minimum minutes
required are 180 for TK/K; 230 for grades 1-3; 240 for grades 4-12.
Instructional Minutes for Physical Education
Senate Bill 98 (2020):
(2) For the 2020–21 fiscal year, a local educational agency shall not be required to offer the
minimum instructional minutes in physical education required pursuant to Sections 51210,
51220, 51222, and 51223.
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Students Commitments & Expectations
Distance Learning and the Virtual School Program is designed to give students an engaging
online learning experience that includes clear expectations and outcomes for each week.
These expectations will include online and offline learning activities. The work for the week in
each content area can be found in Seesaw or Google Classroom. Tools in Google Classroom
such as instructional videos, live and recorded sessions, online resources and chats on Zoom
will be used. Not all components of online learning will happen in the first few weeks, but build
over time as teacher and student comfort increases.
It is important that students understand their responsibility as learners to engage in their
classrooms each day. In addition, they are responsible for the same regulations as listed in the
Code of Conduct. This includes appropriate online behavior within the Learning Platform.

Students will:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Create a space and dedicated time for learning
Break up the day to be their productive best
Seek help when needed (teachers, guidance counselor, principals)
Create balance by taking opportunities to work offline and upload tasks
Sign into the classrooms daily- keep connected
Use Google Calendar to organize classes
Demonstrate learning with completion of assignments
Engage with the classroom and use tools (like headphones) to focus on instructional
videos, etc.
Communicate with your teacher and examine feedback
Demonstrate online learning etiquette
Reach out to your teachers if you are overwhelmed
Collaborate with peers using respectful language and behaviors
Use equipment as outlined in the Acceptable Use Policy.
Wear attire acceptable for school
Support each other in this new way of learning
Be patient with yourselves and your teachers- we are all learning together!
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Family Commitments
● Families should be prepared to support their children’s active participation in all online
learning activities.
● Families will need to ensure their children have adequate space, materials, and
technology access for their daily online instruction, requesting school assistance to
provide a Chromebook and internet service, as needed.
● Families will need to be ready to follow the established daily learning schedule and will
need to work with school staff to arrange for their children to participate in standardized
assessments and other mandated educational activities.
● Families will need to ensure their children complete work independently and on time for
synchronous learning. (Synchronous learning is learning that happens at the same time
for the teacher and the learners, meaning there is real time interaction between them.)

Teacher Communication with Students and Families
Teachers are expected to connect with students and families regularly. Here are examples of
ways that teachers will be providing regular communication :
● Communication with parents via email;
● Communicate with students via Seesaw/Google Classroom on a regular basis;
● Maintaining consistent times at which they are readily available via Zoom and/or
regularly checking email to answer questions;
● Each school/teacher will determine a schedule of learning activities and teacher office
hours.
● Acknowledging or responding to emails within 24-48 business hours;
Teachers will communicate with students and parents by 8
 AM Monday each week. If you have
questions or need additional support you should reach out to your child’s teachers, counselors,
and/or school administration. The school principal at each school is available to answer specific
questions related to your student’s learning experience.
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CSD Expectations for Instruction During Distance
Learning/Virtual School Program

●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

● Daily attendance & student engagement is documented daily.
● Seesaw/Google Classroom is used as a learning management
system (LMS), in conjunction with any applicable Board-adopted
curriculum and paper practice including textbooks and packets as needed to ensure all
students can access the curriculum.
There are numerous opportunities for student-to-teacher and peer-to-peer interactions.
Formative assessment and student feedback, which is fair, accurate, specific and timely,
and includes a student action, is given to students on a regular basis.
Lessons integrate Social Emotional Learning (SEL), and explicit SEL lessons are taught.
Designated and integrated ELD is taught to all E
 nglish learners, using the CA ELD
standards.
All accommodations and modifications for students with disabilities per IEP Team
determination.
Genuine caring relationships are built with every student. There are regular opportunities
to interact with students, in person, through synchronous Zoom sessions, by phone or
email.
The expectations for the week are communicated to students and families every Monday
morning by 8 AM.
All students take the District Common Assessments, which are used to inform teaching
and learning and to monitor student progress on grade level content.
Synchronous and Asynchronous Learning
Synchronous Learning

● Synchronous learning is any type of
learning that takes place in real time
where a group of students are
engaging in learning simultaneously
through live instruction and interaction.
● Learners can ask questions and
receive feedback simultaneously
● Allows for collaboration between
students

Asynchronous Learning
● Asynchronous learning occurs
separately without real-time
interaction, although students may be
working independently while online
with the teacher
● Directly aligned to live learning and
instruction
● Feedback and opportunities for
questions come later
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● Teachers can provide immediate
feedback, assessment, and make
adjustments as needed

● Students can absorb content at their
own pace
● Provides opportunities for students to
develop questions and reflections on
learning
● Allows for more flexibility in scheduling

* Each teacher knows the level of differentiation for each student by content area. During
distance learning the expectation is teachers will continue to differentiate for their students
even though the platform is different.

School Schedules
During distance learning, CSD teachers shall provide the following minimum minutes of
instruction and student support to students per each grade span per day, which shall include
both scheduled synchronous and asynchronous instruction to students:
● 290 minutes for grades TK-5
● 315 minutes for grades 6-8
*Instruction: e.g., whole group and small group instruction live instruction; independent practice;
recorded video instruction; independent projects, etc.
This model involves four days per week of teacher-directed/synchronous instruction (Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday, Friday) and one day per week of independent online learning (Wednesday).
Certain students may be identified to receive additional intervention or specialized instruction to
meet their program needs, such as IEP goals.

Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
● Daily Student Check-in & Attendance
● At least 50% of the instructional day shall
include live instruction for all students
● The remainder of the instructional day
may include assignments to be
completed asynchronously (although
some students will work on assignments
synchronously in targeted structured
support)

Wednesday
●
●

Student Check-in & Attendance
The remainder of the instructional
day shall include assignments to be
completed asynchronously
(although some students will work
on assignments synchronously in
targeted structured support)
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CSD Distance Learning/Virtual School Program School Schedules
Elementary - All Sites
Time

Monday

Tuesday

8:15-8:30a

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Morning Meeting & Attendance

8:30-11:00a

Instruction (Includes a
20 minute break)

11:00-11:30a

Flex Time

11:30-12:15p

Lunch Break

12:15-2:45p

Instruction (Includes a
20 minute break)

*Full Asynchronous
Learning for Students
*Staff Planning/
Collaboration
8:45a-2:00p
*Staff Meetings/
Collaboration
2:00-4:00p

Instruction (Includes a 20
minute break)
*Flex Time
Lunch Break
Instruction (Includes a 20
minute break)

Instruction: Whole group and small group instruction (ELA, Math, Sci, SS); independent practice
(Imagine Learning L/L , Imagine Math, Mystery Science, etc.); Recorded video instruction; etc.
Flex Time: Small group instruction; independent practice; additional individual student support.
Steindorf Middle School
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Check-in & Attendance (8:30-8:45a)
8:30-10:15a
P1

P2

10:15-10:30a

Break

Break

10:35-12:20p

P3

P4

12:20-1:00p

Lunch

Lunch

1:05-2:50p

P5

P6

*Full Asynchronous
Learning for all
Students
*Staff Planning/
Collaboration/PD
8:45a-2:00p
*Staff Meetings/
Collaboration/PD
2:00-4:00p

P1

P2

Break

Break

P3

P4

Lunch

Lunch

P5

P6

P(#): Instructional Periods
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Price Middle School
Time

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Check-in & Attendance (8:30-8:45a)
8:30-9:50a
P1

P2

9:50-10:05a

Break

Break

10:10-11:30p

P3

P4

11:30-12:00p

Lunch

Lunch

12:05-1:25p

P5

P6

1:30-2:50p

P7

Flex Time

*Full Asynchronous
Learning for all
Students
*Staff Planning/
Collaboration/PD
8:45a-2:00p
*Staff Meetings/
Collaboration/PD
2:00-4:00p

P1

P2

Break

Break

P3

P4

Lunch

Lunch

P5

P6

P7

Flex Time

P(#): Instructional Periods
Flex Time: S
 mall group instruction; independent practice; additional individual student support.
In addition to the guidelines listed above, students are encouraged to read and write daily,
engage in creative pursuits, and stay physically active.
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Curriculum
All teachers are expected to use the common core state standards to drive instruction and
learning. To ensure consistency and continuity for all students across the district, teachers are
expected to use the district adopted core and supplemental curriculum as the primary
resources to support instruction.

District Adopted Core Curriculum
Content Area

Grades TK-5

Grades 6-8

ELA/ELD

Benchmark Advance
Units of Study (Steindorf)

HMH Collections
Units of Study (Steindorf)

Mathematics

Eureka Math

College Preparatory Mathematics

Science

FOSS Science (NGSS)
(Integrated with Benchmark
Advance)

Holt Science
Amplify (Steindorf)

Social Studies

Houghton-Mifflin
(Integrated with Benchmark
Advance)

Houghton-Mifflin
TCI

Physical Ed

Sparks

Standards aligned teacher
created units

Social Emotional Learning

Second Step

Habitudes

Comprehensive Sexual Health
Education

Health Connected (5th)

Health Connected (7th)

Supplemental Curriculum
Content Area

Grades TK-5

Grades 6-8

ELA/ELD

Imagine Learning Lang. & Lit.
Steps to Advance
Edmark
Unique
NewsELA

Imagine Learning Lang. & Lit.
Scholastic
NewsELA
Fastforword (ELs)

Mathematics

Imagine Math
Unique (Special Ed.)

Imagine Math
Desmos
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Science

Embarc
Khan Academy

Khan Academy

Mystery Science

Gizmos

Additional Supplemental Curriculum
● Edpuzzle - Video Resource for Content
● Quaver Music - Elementary

Attendance Expectations and Reporting
Senate Bill 98 (2020)
(d) (1) Each local educational agency shall document daily participation
for each pupil on each schoolday, in whole or in part, for which distance
learning is provided. A pupil who does not participate in distance learning
on a schoolday shall be documented as absent for that schoolday.
(2) For purposes of this section, daily participation may include, but is not limited to, evidence of
participation in online activities, completion of regular assignments, completion of assessments,
and contacts between employees of the local educational agency and pupils or parents or
guardians.
(e) Each local educational agency shall ensure that a weekly engagement record is completed
for each pupil documenting synchronous or asynchronous instruction for each whole or partial
day of distance learning, verifying daily participation, and tracking assignments.
(f) (1) A pupil who does not participate daily in either in-person instruction pursuant to subdivision
(b) or distance learning pursuant to subdivision (d) shall be deemed absent by the local
educational agency. A local educational agency shall use documentation of the absence for
purposes of reporting its chronic absenteeism rates in its local control and accountability plan.
(2) Each local educational agency shall develop written procedures for tiered reengagement
strategies for all pupils who are absent from distance learning for more than three school days
or 60 percent of the instructional days in a school week. These procedures shall include, but are
not limited to, verification of current contact information for each enrolled pupil, daily notification
to parents or guardians of absences, a plan for outreach from the school to determine pupil
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needs including connection with health and social services as necessary and, when feasible,
transitioning the pupil to full-time in-person instruction.

Student Check-in and Monitoring Engagement
Students’ engagement with the high quality teaching and learning is essential for student
success. To ensure our students are continuing to learn and be connected, teachers are
expected to monitor student engagement and their learning progress.
● Each teacher will take daily attendance.
● Each teacher will check in on each student to ensure students are engaged with their
learning at home.
● Each teacher will track their students' engagement based on their participation and
submitted work.
● Teachers are expected to submit weekly student engagement records.
● Each school site team, including the Principal and support staff, will keep track of
students that are not checking in regularly.
● Teachers are expected to reach out to families and students where student engagement
and learning is not consistent to help the students/families with distance learning.
● Data collected will be used to monitor students.

Assessments
Assessment and grading of student progress are based on the premise that students have
diverse capabilities and individual patterns of progress and learning. Assessments should not
reflect behavior, but rather a student’s mastery of content and competencies of the curriculum.
Assessment should, particularly during these extenuating circumstances, foster student
reflection, agency and ownership through a growth mindset toward learning. Assessment will
not be used for punitive measures.
See the C
 SD Comprehensive Assessment Plan & Calendar 2020-21 for more information.
Formative and summative assessments will be administered throughout the year to assess
students' understanding and knowledge of subject matter.
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Grading, Student Feedback and Progress Monitoring
All teachers are expected to provide student feedback on the work assigned and completed.

CSD Grading Policy
Elementary
●
●
●
●

Return to standards-based grading
Fall goal setting conferences
*Report cards November/March/June
Student Study Teams will monitor and
check-in with students with greatest
needs

*CSD Standards Based Reporting Parents
Guides

Middle School
●
●
●
●
●

Return to traditional grading
A-F final grades for academic areas
*Progress reports October/November
*Report cards January/June
Student Study Teams will monitor and
check-in with students with greatest
needs

*Per BP5121 (Price Middle School)

Research/Best Practice
● The Case Against the Zero (Douglas
Reeves)
● Standards Based Grading (Phi Delta
Kappan)
● Equitable Grading (AASA)
All teachers are required and available to offer feedback to students as needed. Student
assignments are graded. Please reach out to your child’s teacher for more information on how
your child can get feedback on the work they have completed and for missed assignments or
unfinished work.
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Supports for Students With Disabilities
SB98 - 56345
It is critically important that our students with disabilities and other special populations are fully
integrated into every aspect of preparation and participation, and to ensure the needs of all
students are addressed in all instructional models. Most, if not all, IEP goals can be addressed in
distance learning. However, the determination of whether or not a goal can be appropriately
addressed in a distance learning model is the decision of the IEP team. Goals and objectives in a
student’s IEP are based on the individual needs of the student, not the model of the instruction
to be provided.
For more information and support for students with IEPs and 504 Plans, teachers are expected
to collaborate with all members of the student IEP team to execute the IEP and 504 plans. If you
need additional support, contact the school principal and/or Student Services.
CSD Student Services Department continues to be in contact with the CDE related to
expectations around IDEA and Section 504 requirements. It is important to know that, during
this unprecedented time of school closure, CSD and districts across the nation may not be able
to provide all services in the same manner they were typically provided in the traditional school
setting.
CSD Student Services has added a number of instructional resources to the C
 SD Distance
Learning Resource w
 ebsite. Students with disabilities that are instructed in the general
curriculum are to utilize the tools at the appropriate grade level. Special education teachers
and case managers will continue to collaborate with general education teachers and assist
students with disabilities by providing support and accommodations, where reasonably feasible.
For students with a Section 504 Plan, school case managers will collaborate with general
education teachers and provide collaborative assistance so that these students have needed
accommodations as reasonably feasible.
Parents/guardians may contact their student’s case manager or school principal if they have
any questions. If you have additional questions, please contact the S
 tudent Services
Department for assistance.
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Support for English Learners
● Designated ELD: E
 nglish learner students receive regular, designated ELD targeted at
their proficiency level and based on P
 arts I, II and III of the CA ELD standards (CA ELD
standards, 2012; CA ELA/ELD framework, 2014). Amount of time will vary based on grade
level and level of English proficiency and need.
● Integrated ELD: English learner students receive regular, integrated ELD during their core
instruction that is based on Parts I and II of the CA ELD standards. These lessons are
more frequent and often shorter than designated ELD lessons, and should be provided
whenever EL students need support with the language of the core lesson.
* Each teacher knows the level of differentiation for each student by content area. During
distance learning the expectation is teachers will continue to differentiate for their students
even though the platform is different.
English Learners are to utilize the resources at the appropriate grade level. All teachers will
continue to provide support and accommodations for EL students where reasonably feasible.
Middle School English Learners enrolled in Sheltered EL Courses will receive assignments and
instruction directly from their English Learner teacher.
Parents or guardians may contact their student’s teacher or school principal if they have any
questions. The Educational Services Department is also available to assist families with any
questions.

Translation Services
Translations services are available through the use of L
 anguage Line. Please contact your
child’s teacher or school principal if you need second language assistance.

Requesting Language Support
Fill out this form if you have a question and need support with translation. A staff member will
get back to you: C
 SD Translation Assistance Request Form.

Translating Messages from Cambrian
● Translating Cambrian Email Messages
● Translating Cambrian Website Pages
CSD Distance Learning/Virtual School Program Guidelines for Students and Families 2020-2021 - 8.06.20
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● How to turn on closed captioning in a different language on YouTube
● Google Translate

Additional Resources for Parents
It is important to know that, during this unprecedented time of school closure, CSD and districts
across California may not be able to provide all services in the same manner they were typically
provided in the traditional school setting.
CSD has added instructional resources to the C
 SD Distance Learning Resource for Families
website.
Eliminate Distractions
Because students will be learning from home, it’s important to help them create a learning
space where they can be successful. While every house has a unique set-up, it’s important to try
and remove as many distractions as possible. For younger learners, this may mean moving
some toys into the closet or into a different room. For older learners, it may mean putting their
cell phones away or keeping the television off.
Organization
Distance learning offers an opportunity for you to help your students develop or continue using
great organizational skills. Give your students the opportunity to organize their learning space in
a way that makes sense to them and where they know the location of each resource. Allowing
them to have a space for their pencils, notebooks, markers, and other materials will help them
develop organizational skills that can be reinforced throughout the year.
● 5 Simple Ways to Create a Virtual Classroom in Your Home

Technology Support
In order to streamline the tech support process during this period of time, we have created an
easy-to-use form that you can fill out whenever you need to request tech help. This procedure
will allow us an efficient process to coordinate resources and provide optimal support. For the
avoidance of doubt, please use this process for questions relating to technical issues only (e.g.
Chromebook malfunction, access challenges, etc.); curriculum questions should be directed to
the appropriate teacher.
The form can be found by clicking here.
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For Information About WiFi At Home
● Comcast Information
● AT&T

How To Get To Seesaw Or Google Classroom To Find Student Work
Seesaw

Students can use their Google Account to log in
*In some cases students may have a unique code to log into Seesaw. If that is
the case, your child’s teacher is able to provide you with their code to log in.

Google
Classroom

Once a student is logged into their Google Account they are able to access
Google Classroom through the “waffle iron”
Google homepage.

in the top right corner of the

*If you need help logging into Google Classroom please reach out to your child’s
teacher.

Guidelines for Students and Parents when Using Video Classrooms
As part of Cambrian School District’s effort to provide all students with engaging at-home
learning activities, we are utilizing Zoom video conferencing tool. In a live video class setting, the
following may occur:
● Viewing a student’s webcam, including the background environment
● Hearing the student through their microphone
● Reviewing student’s questions and answers
● Engaging students in peer discussion
● Asking students to share work

Zoom Video Conferencing
Your child's teacher has access to the Zoom video conferencing tool to hold class
meetings in a distance learning setting. Be sure to review these Video Conferencing
Guidelines for Students with your child.
Please take a few minutes to review the following C
 SD Notice of Live Video Class Sessions for
At-Home Learning.
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Articles About Distance Learning
● Definition of Distance Learning From The National Education Association
● Distance Learning Strategies From Google
● Strategies For Distance Learning From ISTE

References
● CSD School Reopening Plan
● Technology Use Agreement

● Seesaw Distance Learning Support for Families
○ Seesaw Remote Learning Activities (TK-5)
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